Neural representation of information measure in the primate premotor cortex.
Animals seek information to reduce their efforts to receive rewards and perform actions that enable them to gain more information. The ability of seeking information subserves higher cognition processes such as planning and reasoning. There exists limited information on how the brain measures and seeks information. In this study, I discuss results indicating that the brain quantifies information by using the information-theoretic measure. The monkeys were trained to perform saccadic eye movement to one of the visual targets. When required to choose from the targets that included varying amounts of information regarding the goal, the animals selected the most informative target. While making a choice, the neurons in the dorsal premotor cortex exhibited activity that reflected the corresponding information value. The population response of these neurons was examined using the following three measures: the information-theoretic measure, probability gain, and absolute change in beliefs. Changes in this response exhibited relatively similar proportionality to the three measures. An analysis of two intuitive conditions for information measures, decreasing monotonicity on probability and additivity between independent events, showed that only the information-theoretic measure satisfies both the conditions. These results suggest that in comparison with the other measures, the information-theoretic measure is more plausible for information measure in the brain.